Group Members: ____________________________________________

Project Title: ____________________________________________

Project Grade: /40

Milestones /10
Milestone 1 - dataset and task definitions (2 pts)
Milestone 2 - FdS analysis (3 pts)
Milestone 3 – project proposal (3 pts)
Milestone 4 - project status update (2 pts)

Demo Video /15
Video is within time limits
Video highlights the main features of the visualization, including interactivity
Video walks through a scenario using the visualization
Visualization provides effective representations of the data
Visualization uses appropriate colors (and other channels)
Visualization supports multiple tasks through interactivity

Paper /15
Follows TVCG format and appropriate length (5-10 pgs)
Contains required sections
Fully describes the developed system, including images
Analyzes system using the what/why/how framework
Discusses design decisions
Writing style is appropriate and well-organized, content is original
No (or minimal) grammar and spelling errors

Comments